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 ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a new numerical method for a class of fractional optimal control problems 
(FOCPs). The fractional derivative is described in the Caputo sense. The performance index of a FOCP is 
considered as a function of both the state and the control variables, and the dynamic constraints are 
expressed by a set of fractional differential equations (FDEs). The method is based upon Bernoulli wavelets. 
The Bernoulli wavelets is first introduced. The operational matrices of fractional Riemann-Liouville 
integration and multiplication are derived and are utilized to reduce the given optimization problem to 
system of algebraic equations. Numerical solutions are presented to demonstrate the feasibility of the 
method. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
                Optimal control problems (OCPs) appear in engineering, science, economics, and many other fields. 
An extensive body of work exists in the area of optimal control of integer order dynamic systems (Hestenes, 
1966; Bryson and Ho, 1975; Gregory and Lin, 1992). It was shown recently that fractional derivatives 
provide more accurate behavior of a dynamic system (Podlubny, 1999). Therefore, formulations and 
numerical schemes for OCPs which account for fractional dynamics of these systems would be necessary. 
Agrawal defines a fractional dynamic system (FDS) as a system whose dynamics is described by FDEs, 
and a FOCP as an optimal control problem for a FDS (Agrawal, 2004). In Agrawal (2004) and Agrawal 
and Baleanu (2007) the authors have proposed a general formulation and solution scheme for FOCPs. There 
also exist other numerical simulations for FOCPs with Riemann-Liouville fractional derivatives such as 
Tricaud and Chen (2010). In Agrawal (2008a), the necessary conditions of optimization are achieved for 
FOCPs with the Caputo fractional derivative. There exist numerical simulations for such problems such as 
Agrawal (2008a), Agrawal (2008b) and Lotfi et al. (2011), where the authors have solved the problem by 
solving the necessary conditions approximately. In Agrawal (2008b), the problem is solved by a discrete 
iterative method and in Lotfi et al. (2011) the authors have solved the problem by Legendre orthonormal 
basis and the operational matrix of fractional integration. 
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The motivation of this paper is to use of the Bernoulli wavelet operational matrix of the fractional 
integration to solve fractional optimal control problem, by reducing it to the solution of algebraic equations. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce some necessary definitions of fractional 
calculus and the Bernoulli wavelets. In Section 3 and 4, we derive the Bernoulli wavelet operational matrix 
of the fractional integration and the operational matrix of multiplication, respectively. Section 5 is devoted 
to the problem statement. In Section 6, we report our numerical findings and demonstrate the accuracy of 
the proposed numerical scheme and concluding remarks are given in the last section.  
 
2 PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
2.1 Fractional derivative and integral 
In this section, we first state some definitions and basic properties regarding fractional derivative 
and integral. 
Definition 1. The Riemann-Liouville fractional integral operator of order q  is defined as (Podlubny, 1999) 
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Definition 2. Caputo’s fractional derivative of order q  is defined as  
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where 0>q  is the order of the derivative and n  is the smallest integer greater than q . 
For the Riemann-Liouville integral and Caputo derivative we have (Diethelm et al., 2005) 
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2.2 Properties of the Bernoulli wavelets 
Bernoulli wavelets ),,ˆ,(=)(, tmnktmn  have four arguments; 1=ˆ nn , 
121,2,3,...,= kn , k  
can assume any positive integer, m  is the order for Bernoulli polynomials and t  is the normalized time. 
They have defined on the interval [0,1)  as follows (Keshavarz et al., 2014) 
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where Mm 0,1,2,...,=  and 
11,2,...,2= kn . Here, )(tm  are the well-known Bernoulli polynomials of 
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order m  which can be defined by (Costabile et al., 2006) 
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The first few Bernoulli numbers are  
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The first few Bernoulli polynomials are  
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According to Kreyszig (1978), Bernoulli polynomials form a complete basis over the interval [0,1] . 
 
2.3 Function approximation 
A function )(tf  defined over [0,1)  may be expressed in terms of Bernoulli wavelets as  
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where T  indicates transposition, C  and )(t  are 11)(2 1  Mk  matrices given by  
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3 OPERATIONAL MATRIX OF THE FRACTIONAL INTEGRATION 
In this section, we derive the Bernoulli wavelet operational matrix of the fractional integration. The 
integration of  
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can be approximated by 
0
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t
t dt P t     where P  is called the Bernoulli wavelet operational matrix 
of integration. To derive the Bernoulli wavelet operational matrix of the general order of integration, we 
recall the fractional integral of order 0)(>q  which is defined by (1). 
The Bernoulli wavelet operational matrix 
)(qP  for integration of the general order q  is given by  
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4 THE OPERATIONAL MATRIX OF MULTIPLICATION  
The following property of the product of two Bernoulli wavelet function vectors will also be used:  
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where V
~
 is a 1)(21)(2 11   MM kk  multiplication operational matrix. To illustrate the calculation 
procedure, consider 
TT ttA )()(   given in following:  
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Therefore we achieve the operational matrix of multiplication as: 
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5 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Consider the following fractional optimal control problem  
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where )(ta  and )(tb  are continuous matrix functions of time as follows  
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and 0x  is specified constant vector. We expand the fractional state rate )(txD k
q
 and control variable )(tuk  
with the Bernoulli wavelets as  
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are unknown. Using Eq. (2), )(tx  can be represented as  
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By replacing the approximation of x(t) and u(t) in the performance index J, this functional can be calculated 
numerically. 
Using Eqs. (6)–(10) the dynamical system (6) can also be approximated as  
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are the unknown Lagrange multipliers. Now the necessary conditions for the extremum are  
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As a result, by replacing the values obtained from solving of above system using Newton’s iterative method 
in Eq. (8) and (9), u(t) and x(t) can be calculated. 
 
6 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the method, in this section we present numerical results. 
We consider the following problem: Find the control )(tu  which minimizes the quadratic performance  
index (Rabiei et al., 2017) 
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Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the comparison between the absolute error of )(1 tx , )(2 tx  and )(tu  for when 
1=q , and different values of M  and k . It is obvious from these tables, that with increase in the number 
of the Bernoulli wavelet basis, the approximate values of )(1 tx , )(2 tx  and )(tu  converge to the exact 
solutions. Figures 1, 2 and 3 demonstrate the approximation of )(1 tx , )(2 tx  and )(tu  for different values 
of q  together with the exact solution for 1=q . It can be observed that for 1=q  the numerical solution 
agrees with the analytical solution. Thus, as q  approaches to 1, the solution for the integer order system is 
recovered. Also, in Table 4, the results of J  for different values of q  with 3=2,= Mk  are listed. 
 
 
Table 1. Absolute error of )(1 tx  for 1=q . 
               M=4               M=6   
t   1=k    2=k    1=k    2=k   
0.1   70.00073747   10.00010420  6108.06599    6107.13609   
0.2   40.00090371   060.00008274  490.00001435   6105.90006    
0.3   
6108.96865    620.00005825  70.00001569   6105.14809    
0.4   40.00075894   20.00011478  7106.45609    6104.66307    
0.5   10.00087529   130.00006971  6108.25493    6104.23078    
0.6   20.00032229   260.00002179  6102.27843    6103.42673    
0.7   0.00053504   50.00002146  990.00001529   6102.8608    
0.8   0.00104752   190.00001355  6107.56901    6102.4722    
0.9   0.00036008   260.00002559  190.00001394   6102.18291    
 
 
 
Table 2. Absolute error of )(2 tx  for 1=q . 
               M=4                M=6 
t 1=k  2=k  1=k  2=k  
0.1 0.00104368  0.00014466  310.00001395  7101.74618   
0.2 0.00140928  370.00009586  6107.57297   8109.49348   
0.3 20.00013573  210.00007220  6109.84248   8105.25724   
0.4 0.00105829  40.00015284  6104.56867   7101.410017   
0.5 0.00133809  50.00013518  090.00001129  7103.39221   
0.6 80.00059270  980.00005322  6101.22927   8106.42383   
0.7 90.00069626  630.00003525  350.00001141  8103.49246   
0.8 0.00156213  350.00002655  6104.89582   8101.93403   
0.9 10.00064096  490.00005623  490.00001483  8105.18712   
 
 
 
 
Table 3. Absolute error of )(tu  for 1=q . 
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             M=4             M=6 
t 1=k  2=k  1=k  2=k  
0.1 30.00022878  290.00003107  6103.02849   6102.07308   
0.2 40.00031184  020.00002421  6104.47929   6101.71941   
0.3 350.00003045  210.00001756  6105.08176   6101.51631   
0.4 0.00023299  0.00003394  7102.93708   6101.39739   
0.5 30.00029534  830.00003455  6102.87759   6101.31117   
0.6 40.00013232  940.00001223  7106.02416   6101.07019   
0.7 10.00015143  6109.015075   6105.03803   7109.17113   
0.8 0.00034376  6107.89573   6102.59491   7108.23534   
0.9 90.00013935  480.00001287  6104.60326   7107.69222   
  
 
   
Figure 1: Comparison of )(1 tx  for 3=1,= Mk  and with 9,10.7,0.8,0.=q  and exact solution 
 
    
Figure 2: Comparison of )(2 tx  for 3=1,= Mk  and with 9,10.7,0.8,0.=q  and exact solution 
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Figure 3: Comparison of )(tu  for 3=1,= Mk  and with 9,10.7,0.8,0.=q  and exact solution 
  
 
Table 4. The results of J  for different values of q . 
 0.7=q  0.8=q  0.9=q  1=q  
J 0.351576  0.376254  0.40308  0.431987  
 
 
7 CONCLUSION  
In this paper, a general formulation for the Bernoulli wavelet operational matrix of fractional order 
integration and multiplication has been derived. These matrices is used to approximate numerical solution 
of fractional optimal control problems. The achieved results are compared with exact solutions. Results 
showed that as the value of q  approaches 1, the numerical solutions for both the state and the control 
variables approach to the analytical solutions for 1=q . 
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